
PERSPECTIVE VIGNETTES EMPHASZING CIRCULATION AND SPACE 

Living in Quebec along the shores of Hudson’s Bay, the Southern banks of the Hudson Strait, and Ungava Bay, the Inuit  people of Nunavik inhabit 14 settlements while maintaning their traditional lifestyles.  The 
communities modeled after American suburban neighborboods prevent them from living the way they have been in the past.  With the majority of Inuits keeping to their hunting traditions and moving throughout 
the region this design caters to hunting groups and their families giving them temporary shelter and storage during their travels.
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Taking advantage of the sea-cans and other materials scattered throughout the villages, the design of the temporary housing units are composed 
of interlocking stacked components able to house two families or groups.  Each unit emphasizes the relations of a shared sheltered space, creating 
connections while still maintaining privacy.  Small courtyards and partially sheltered outdoor spaces are created from the orientation of the sea-
cans and a storage sea-can is designated for each housing unit.

This modular housing unit placed in one designated neighborhood area allows for interesting circulation pathways and entry points of the sur-
rounding space where gatherings and brief moments of privacy are made.  The stacking and angled orientation of the units create the idea of 
spaces that float above the snow.  The interiors make up open floor plan living spaces to cook, clean, shelter the travellers from the cold and enjoy 
each other’s company in a comfortable space. 
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